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Abstract

Non quadratic losses in the cavities of the NbCu type are
explained by fluxons penetrating into the roughness of the
working layer surface when the magnetic RF-field ampli-
tude exceeds the first critical fieldBc1. From this explana-
tion it follows that it is possible to reduce these losses con-
siderably by decreasing the roughness of the copper cavi-
ty surface. The given results of measuringBc1 two-layer
NbN/Nb and three-layer NbN/Nb/NbN have been obtained
with a planar magnetron. They have shown thatBc1 of
these films is higher than of the Nb films. A possibility of
using the improved axial magnetron is discussed in the pa-
per. This magnetron is very close to the planar magnetron
in its productivity of the sputtering process.

1 INTRODUCTION

Working with NbCu cavities having Nb films sputtered
by the magnetron method, the authors found non quadrat-
ic losses leading to substantial decrease of Q-value at
Ea>1�2 = [1]. The beginning of Q-value decrease cor-
relates with the exceeding of the magnetic RF-field ampli-
tudeBa of the first critical fieldBc1 of the film [2]. The
problem of non quadratic losses was discussed at the 8th
Workshop RF Superconductivity [2, 3, 4, 5], but the meth-
ods of decreasing these losses were not found out.

2 EXPLANATION OF NON QUADRATIC
LOSSES

It is supposed that the Nb film surface is rough (hillock-
like) [1, Fig. 3(b)] and there are big hillocks with a height of
hb�� (� is the coherence length) and transverse sizedb'�

(� is the depth of penetrating magnetic field). According
to [1, 2], Bc1'10mT, the second critical fieldBc2'3T,
thermodynamic critical fieldBct'100mT, �'230 nm,
�'10 nm, � = �=�'23. Below the calculated estimations
have been made at these parameters.

At Be>Bc1 (Be=Ba sin!t, ! is a circle frequency of
the RF field) the magnetic field penetrates into the body of
the big hillocks as fluxons. Similarly as it penetrates into
the plate perpendicular to the field. The minimal height of
the hillockhm, where one fluxon can penetrate, is defined
by the ratiohm='0=4�Ba'(��= ln�)(�= �Ba) ('0 is the
quant of the magnetic flow,�Ba=Ba=Bc1). It is supposed
thathb > ���= ln�. It may be considered that the pene-
tration time�f of fluxons is much less than the periodT of
the RF field [2]. The number of fluxons is proportional to
the area of the perpendicular field hillock transverse cross-
section, and their total length is proportional to the volume
of the hillock.

Every fluxon is influenced by two forces: the bernulli
pressure differenceFr, which may be interpreted as the ac-
tion of the force from the side where fluxons are pictured
in the surface of the hillock, and the Lorentz force from the
side of the screening RF field currentFrf . It is known that
the total action of these forces at the distances from the sur-
face less than�, leads to the appearance of the Bean — Liv-
ingston barrier. Here the penetrated fluxons are treated by
the forceFl=Fr�Frf directed to the surface (atBa�Bct

— Fr�Frf ).
From the condition when the pinning forceFp for a sin-

gle fluxon is less thanFl, in the approximationof the flat
boundary of the hillockit follows
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wherep�1 is a co-ordinate parameter of the pinning force,
x is the distance of fluxon from the surface of the hillock
(x��). The condition (1) divides the hillock into two re-
gions: vertex the upper part where the fluxons can be con-
sidered totally free, and the pre-foot part,where a part of
fluxons can be captured by the centers of pinning. The
captured fluxons will annihilate with those which pene-
trated into the opposite half-wave of the field with the en-
ergy yield per the unit of length�Wa='0Bc1=2�0 ln�,
that corresponds to the model of remagnetizing proposed
in [1]. Under the influence of forceFl the free fluxons
are moving to the surface [6] and when reach it, they
disappear. Here from the unit of the fluxon length, the
energy�Wl'2�Wa ln(xi=�) dissipates (xi is the ini-
tial fluxon coordinate). New fluxons are produced in the
region of the borderline determined in (1) with the in-
terval of �f . The time of fluxon moving to the surface
is �i'(�0 ln�Bc2=�nBc1)x

2

i'1; 5�10
�12(xi=�)

2 which is
much less than the periods of the RF field (�n is resistance
of Nb in the normal state). The sum energy produced per
the period of the�i+�f regularity of fluxons, exceeds�Wa

very much. In the hillock with several penetrated fluxons,
the free fluxons are moving under the influence of the inter-
action forcesFi, they try to create a balanced vortex cell.

The motion of fluxon under the influence of interaction
forcesFi as well as under the Lorentz forcesFl, and the
annihilation process of the captured fluxons are leading to
additional energy yield which practically does not depend
onBa. The dependence of additional losses onBa is de-
termined only by the dependence onBa number of fluxons
penetrating into the hillocks on the unit of the cavity sur-
face and lengths of these fluxons. The number of fluxons
in big hillocks grows proportionally toBa. The number of
hillocks, which fluxons penetrate into, grows withBa in-
creasing and is determined by the distribution of hillocks
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on their height.
If to suppose that the total length of fluxons on the unit

of the cavity surfaceLf=m( �Ba)
2 (hb=d

2

b
)"�f (m<1 is de-

fined by the geometry of the hillocks," is the fraction of the
area of the big hillocks basis from the area of the cavity sur-
face,f reflects non quadratic dependenceLf on ( �Ba�1)),
the discussed surface losses can explain the non quadratic
losses leading to the decrease of Q-value and are presented
by the sum of 3 terms. The power of losses:Pl defined by
the action of forcesFl does not depend on�; Pi defined by
forcesFi is proportional to�2; Pa defined by the annihi-
lation process linearly depends on� 1. It is supposed that
dependencesPl, Pi andPa on ( �Ba�1) are different. Then
the surface resistance defined by non quadratic lossesRsn

is written as

Rsn( �Ba; �)=
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(�=�i=(�i+�f )<1, g'0; 1 is a mean value ofln(xi
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)2,

�a( �Ba�1) and �i( �Ba�1) are the frequencies at which
Pl=Pa=Pi). From (2) it follows that theBc1 increasing
as well ashb decreasing, shifts the beginning point of non
quadratic losses and reduces them. Athb�� fluxons won’t
produce and non quadratic losses defined by the roughness
of the film surface will disappear.

The frequency dependence in (2) is in a good agree-
ment at �a'�i=0; 5GHz with experimental frequency
dependenceR

0

sn
=@Rsn

@Ba

from [1, Fig. 2] (obtained at
( �Ba�1)�1), supposingh to be equal in all the cavities
(similar technology of preparing the copper surface of the
cavities) (Fig. 1).

Quantitatively (2) is in agreement withR
0

sn
at��"'10�5.

It means that at the beginning the non quadratic losses are
determined only by the losses in separate and seldom locat-
ed hillocks.

It is known that in the region of quadratic losses
the surface resistanceR has a frequency dependence
R(�)=Rs0(1+�

2=�2
0
), whereRs0 is the residual surface

resistance,�0 is the frequency at whichRs0 is compared
with Rs quadratically dependent of�. From the com-
parison of experimental values ofQ0 at �1=0; 352 and
�2=1; 5 [1, Fig. 1, Fig. 6] reduced to one temperature, it
follows that�0'3GHz, i.e. in these cavitiesQ0 is mainly
determined byRs0.

Experimental dependencesQ( �Ba) [1, Fig. 1, Fig. 6] at
( �Ba�1)>1 are well described by formula

Rsn( �Ba; �)

R(�)
=
Q0

Q
�1=exp

�
q(�;Rs0)( �Ba�1)

�
�1 (3)

(q(�;Rs0) is determined by dependence�( �Ba�1) and
proportional toR�1

s0
). The dependence (3) onRs0 and

1In our work [2] it is silently supposed that due to the roughness of
the film surface, the Bean — Livingstone barrier is absent. The detailed
analysis has shown that the proposed model of penetrating toroidal fluxons
is false. If only two fluxons of this type are produced in every period in
the cavity, they yield the power ofPf'5�10�2 �BaW moving under the
influence of the current screening the RF field. This model can explain a
sharp fall of Q-value atBa>Bct in the cavities of the bulk Nb [7].

Figure 1: DependenceR
0

sn NbCu cavities on frequency�.
Dependence (2) is normalized on the data at�=0; 5GHz,
�=1; 5GHz and�=2; 79GHz — �.

�Ba is in a good agreement with [4, Fig.6]. From
the comparison of dependencies (3) at�=0; 352GHz
and �=1; 5GHz we obtain�i'1GHz at ( �Ba�1)>1 (at
( �Ba�1)�1 �i'0; 5GHz). It is seen that�i grows with in-
creasing( �Ba�1) that reflects relative reducing of the con-
tribution of fluxon interaction forces as well as of annihila-
tion process into non quadratic losses. Dependence (3) on
Ba reflects non quadratic dependence of the density of the
total fluxon lengthf( �Ba�1).

Thus, the picture of non quadratic losses, defined by the
roughness of the Nb film, is in a good agreement with well
known experimental results.

3 MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE NIOBIUM NITRIDE — NIOBIUM

FILMS

Expecting production of screening and protecting NbN
layers in the NbCu cavities, we have studied supercon-
ducting properties of two-layer NbN/Nb and three-layer
NbN/Nb/NbN films sputtered by the planar magnetron at
the room temperature of the substrate (silicon). The results
of experimental research are given in the table below. All
the films were obtained at the pressure of working gas of
2.2 Pa.Bc1 measured at the temperature of 4.2 K.

Nb NbN NbN/Nb NbN/Nb/NbN
d,nm 300 300 300/200 300/200/50
Bc1,mT 7 6 20 23
Tc,K 9,9 14,2 12,8 12,8
Imag ,A 5 4,2 4,2/5 4,4/5/4,4
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As it follows from the table,Bc1 is approximately by
3 times higher in the 2 and 3-layer films in comparison
with the Nb film sputtered at the same regime of the
magnetron. The reasons of the foundBc1 increasing are
not clear yet. Probably, it happens because of interference
of the NbN and Nb phonon spectra. It is not clear either
how this effect depends on the ratio of the NbN and Nb
thickness. Having in mind that this effect can improve the
NbCu cavity properties, it is worth studying this further by
means of both planar and axial magnetrons.

4 INCREASING THE CAPABILITY OF
AXIAL MAGNETRON

From the comparison of the properties of Nb films sput-
tered with axial [1] and planar [8] magnetrons, the latter
provides the better film properties. It can be explained by
the capability of the used axial magnetron which is not very
good [1]. To rise the capability of the axial magnetron, we
offer a magnetron with the improved magnetic system [9]
which is close to the capability of the sputtering process of
the planar magnetron. This magnetron will allow to cre-
ate the 3-layer NbN/Nb/NbN working films in the unified
technological cycle at the room temperature of the cavities.
These films will have a higherBc1 because of the higher
capability of the sputtering process and in the result of the
found effect ofBc1 increasing in the 2 and 3-layer films.
Besides, it is possible to expect theRs0 reduction at a high-
er rate of sputtering and, consequently, the growth ofQ0.

5 DISCUSSION

The improved axial magnetron provides a higher rate of
sputtering, which should result in increasingBc1 and,
thus, in shifting the borderline of non quadratic losses
and decreasing their growth. Production of NbN/Nb and
NbN/Nb/NbN structures of the working layer, as it is
shown in section 3, allows us to increaseBc1 approximate-
ly by 3 times. The roughnessh of the Nb film sputtered by
the magnetron method has own roughnesshNb and also re-
flects the roughness of the copper substratehCu. Naturally,
it is possible to suppose thathNb is less than Nb grains in
these films andhNb�hCu (see [1, Fig. 4, Fig. 3(a)]), i.e.
h'hCu. Then, as it follows from (2), that non quadratic
losses can decrease sufficiently by polishing of the copper
surfaces till the roughness of the order of 10nm, when the
fluxons do not penetrate into the hillocks. The parts of the
toroidal fluxons can produce in case of the smooth work-
ing layer in the region whereBa exp(�x=�) sin!t>Bc1.
The picture of motion of these fluxons is analogous to the
described one in section 2 atBa<Bct. The non quadratic
losses may be expected to be small up toBa'Bct if the
working layer is smooth.

6 CONCLUSION

To reduce non quadratic losses in NbCu cavities it is pro-
posed to:

— smooth down the roughness of the copper substrate,
— use the improved axial magnetron providing a higher

sputtering rate for Nb films,
— create two-layer (NbN/Nb) and three-layer

(NbN/Nb/NbN) working films in the unified techno-
logical cycle.
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